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BLACK & WHITE PHOTOGRAPHY is a comprehensive instructional book that covers every
element of photography. Henry Horenstein's books have been widely used at leading
universities, including Parsons School of Design, Harvard, Yale, Princeton, and MIT as well as in
continuing education programs. Horenstein is a professor at the Rhode Island School of Design.
BLACK & WHITE PHOTOGRAPHY is a real bargain among photographic how-to books.

About the AuthorHenry Horenstein is a widely published and exhibited professional
photographer and the author of more than two dozen books, including the classic texts Black &
White Photography and Beyond Basic Photography,and monographs such as Honky Tonk,
Animalia, Show,and Close Relations. Horenstein is a professor at the Rhode Island School of
Design, where he has taught for more than twenty years. He lives and works in Boston.
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Alison, “I Teach With This Book Every Semester. This book covers black and white FILM
photography only and is the main textbook for teaching black and white film developing because
the text is superb without going into too much detail. I use this book every semester to teach
darkroom classes. I am completely blown away by all of the negative reviews for this book. I think
that is because readers do not understand that this book does not cover digital photography.
This book was originally published in the 70s and is still widely used today (it is not old or
irrelevant!!!!!). The author has other books on digital photography and color photography (Color
film) which are both fantastic. If you are looking for how to do digital photography I highly
recommend the author’s book “Digital Photography” which I also teach with. This is for a black-
and-white film only and covers how to process film, how to operate analog film cameras, and
general composition and lighting techniques.”

Mistersea, “Lots of good information. I found a lot of good solid information in this book and as I
progress in my knowledge I keep coming back and learning more. I can recommend this book to
beginners and advanced photographers. As an aside, the book is primarily for analog
photographers, which is just fine with me, though I enjoy digital photography as well.”

Christine, “great book. I know my fair share of photography, but I had to buy this book for my film
class and I’m learning so much. it’s a great book”

Bulent Celasun, “Perfect for those stepping into the world of B&W film and darkroom. I have
another book on the same subject. It covers more and it offers more detail in almost every
subject it handles.And, it made me feel helpless when I tried to read it. I said, "no, I cannot do
this whole processing, printing and whatever thing"!Now, after reading Horenstein's book, I think
I CAN do it! I must do it! That, I call a big difference.In short: This is a beautifully prepared,
detailed guideline for entering into the conventional B&W photography world.It has almost
nothing that could be useful for digital photography.I say "almost" because there are many
beautiful photographs by some leading photographers within (all related to the subject matter, by
the way).Watching those can be inspiring even for those shooting digital only :)In fact, its title
says it all (this has become a rather unusual event, lately): "A Basic Manual".It handles every
imaginable subject with, authority and care; from film ISO to mounting prints.Suitable even for
those who have started photography just recently.I recommend this book without any reservation
to the small, specific subset of B&W film photographers who intend to print their own images in a
darkroom.”

d - another broke student :), “difference between 2nd & 3rd editions. I wound-up having to order
this item twice; I received the 2nd edition in error. since I was taking a class at the time, I had to
read thru it so I could do my work until the proper edition arrived. my instructor required the 3rd



edition for our basic b & w photo class, & we were using film only, no digital work. once I
received the 3rd edition, I started to read it since it was what our instructor required. I think the
2nd edition was better for our class because the 3rd edition had a lot more info for digital. the
3rd edition could be used for a class like mine, but I found the 2nd edition more informative.”

jon sidney norris, “I used this as a textbook for a photo class that I taught. Recommended for a
bargain book for anybody who wants to learn about Photography.I mean people who want to
take their cameras off of Auto and shoot pictures on Manual.The emphasis in this book is for
Film Photography, but these principles also apply to Digital Photography.Words of advise to
people learning Digital-1- Bracket your exposures2- Switch camera's color Space to Adobe RGB
because of its wider gamut.3- Use two hands to cradle the camera and softly press the shutter
release, trying to keep as still as possible.4- Never hand hold when the shutter speed is greater
than your lens focal length. Use a a tripod!In other words, if you are using a 50mm lens, then
don't use a shutter speed longer than 1/50th do a second.”

Christophe Frochaux, “Seek no further!. Not one more of these Photoshop books teaching you
how to turn a color photo into a fake black and white... We're talking REAL B&W
PHOTOGRAPHY here, the kind you take with an analog camera and involves developing the
negatives at home. This book goes into details with simple-to-follow instructions and leaves
nothing out. Perfect for a newcomer or someone like me who developed at home in the
Seventies and needed a refresher. This is the one!”

Evan Simmons, “Appreciation of the Past. This book is the assigned text for a university class in
dark room photography. In retirement, I began with digital photography. Encountering
photographers who experienced film photography caused me to enroll in this class to learn
about film photography and how it might help my digital practice. The book is very detailed in
explaining the key aspects of film photography, understanding what preceded digital
photography, and its amazing technological advancement.”

melanie o'sullivan, “Five Stars. good item”

Ronald Kerr, “Four Stars. Great book, informative”

The book by Henry Horenstein has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 314 people have provided feedback.
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